
Planning appendix – Covid-19 adaptations 

Year Group(s)  5 and 6 
Class Beech 
Teacher  Floss Howard 
 

From September 2020 we will be welcoming pupils back to school.  We may need to make some adaptions to the curriculum in terms of the levels 
that the pupils are now functioning at.   There is a focus from the Government on the Primary curriculum of  “supporting pupils with particular 
regard to phonics and reading, increasing vocabulary, writing and mathematics), identifying opportunities across the curriculum so they read 
widely, and developing their knowledge and vocabulary.”  Could you please complete the table below with particular emphasis on these areas 
and/or using the titles below.  

Area of impact Planned changes 
Curriculum Continuous assessment to check what core knowledge and skills have been retained and which need 

revisited. We follow the interests of the children within each topic to re-engage the children and get 
them back into good habits where their learning is concerned.  
In Beech we are focusing on re-engaging children with learning, building up the pace gradually; making 
sure we build in plenty of opportunities for them to re-engage with peers and giving them the time to 
adapt to new ways of working. The new topic framework forms the basis of our teaching. We are 
keeping the curriculum as broad and balanced as possible, ensuring all aspects of the national 
curriculum are covered, identifying if and where skills have been lost and ensuring we support the 
children to re-learn them. 

Lesson content Lessons are differentiated to meet the individual needs of the children; support staff are briefed as to 
who they are working with and the learning required. They feed back to the teacher at the end of the 
lesson/day.  
Where possible, lessons are practical or specific to the children's recent experiences to make them as 
meaningful as possible and to give the pupils the chance to discuss their experiences. We make cross-
curricular links wherever possible to increase the impact of the learning. 
Extension activities and further questioning are used to support those children who have retained the 
skill/ knowledge who can then be progressed faster to the next thing. 

Lesson delivery  Lessons delivered in bite size amounts so not to overload; visual reminders for expectations and what 
to do when complete to reduce anxiety. Children remain in their tables and 'active bursts' are used for 
physical breaks. Individual work and resources are taken to tables; adults support by moving around 
the room, or sitting within reach of two-three children. Particular children with more severe 
needs/behaviours are given 1:1 support. Introduction time by the teacher is kept short to maximise 
listening and focus. 



Assessment Based on March data; also assessments that have begun since the start of term – reading, RWI etc. 
Ongoing formative assessment during the lesson to check that children have retained knowledge or to 
recap where needed. 
 

Resources 
 
 

Work is completed on paper, whiteboards, using Velcro games etc and uploaded on to the Evidence for 
learning app or stuck in books.  Particular pupils may access a bank of TEACCH tasks. 
 

Accreditation if applicable  
NA 
 

Other areas including any mental 
health support that may be required  
 
 

Active breaks and active blasts; time at the start of the day to transition into school; sensory resources 
as needed for particular pupils; references made to mental health learning to encourage children to 
learn to become more aware of their own mental state.  
Communication with home via DOJO to support parents and to make them aware of events in class. 

Possible Intervention/catch-up 
strategies to be implemented 

Phonics support 
Fine motor skills  
Sensory programmes as directed by First Steps 
Social/friendship skills  targetting pupils with ASC in particular (eg. Talkabout) 
(Too soon to identify who needs what as of yet...) 

 


